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The world is changing daily. And we change with it. Needs that 
were urgent 80 years ago have different significance today. There 
are new needs now. Many innovations have stood the test of time 
and will continue to be successful in the future.

Since its market launch in 1920, Silit has consistently changed the 
world of cooking in a sustainable manner – from the invention  
of the first Sicomatic® pressure cooker in 1927 to the development 
of the unique functional ceramic Silargan®, which is setting new 
standards today in health-conscious cuisine.

Only those who are in a position to listen are really in tune with 
the times. Only those who continuously scrutinise the tried and 
tested can really redefine it. And only those who know processes 
very well can offer truly optimal solutions.

Extensive knowledge and our vast experience in more than 
80 years of company history repeatedly produce new ideas that 
make cooking easier, faster, more enjoyable, healthier, more 
 natural and more energy-efficient. From preparing fresh, high-
quality ingredients to the perfect roast, boiling and gentle 
 cooking to stylish serving and secure storage: discover the 
 entire world of Silit. In excellent quality – Made in Germany, 
 sophisticated functionality and award-winning designs.

All of this makes Silit your culinary experts. For a healthy lifestyle 
and natural-tasting cuisine in your kitchen. With delight and 
 passion. Reawakened every day. For as long as people keep 
changing, our story will not be over.

Culinary experts. 
Since 1920.



Silargan® is the perfect material for everyone who likes to cook naturally with 100 % authentic 
taste. The nickel-free, antibacterial and non-porous closed surface is guaranteed to preserve the 
full taste and natural aroma of your ingredients. And all this as well as being energy-efficient.

In addition, our unique “Made in Germany” functional ceramic leaves nothing to be desired, 
 because it was specially developed for today’s health-conscious cuisine and is also available in 
many tasteful colours. Take the taste test for yourself now!

Discover Silargan® by Silit.
The functional ceramic for  
100 % natural taste.

 Pa r t i c u l a r ly lo w e n e r g y c o n s u m P t i o n   t e n-y e a r g u a r a n t e e



Natural cooking with Silargan®
Taste the difference.

Authentic taste thanks to its: 

non-porous 
closed surface 
Tougher than steel; ceramic and non-porous;  
cut- and wear-resistant.

Authentic taste thanks to its:

nickel-free surface
Ideal for those with allergies.

Authentic taste because it is: 

antibacterial
Prevents growth and multiplication of bacteria 
on the surface of the cooking utensil.

Star chef
mario Kotaska

Why do I prefer to cook with 
Silargan®? Because it tastes better, 
of course. Therefore, I recommend 
that if you want to enjoy the full 
and unadulterated taste and natural 
aroma of your ingredients, then 
from now on you should always 
cook with the unique functional 
ceramic by Silit. I am sure you will 
taste the difference.





Sometimes it is the simple things that make life worth living.  
A pot and fresh ingredients – an endless variety of ways to  
spend the day. And many opportunities to make life as pleasant 
as possible. This begins with something as simple as cooking 
pasta: with the Vitaliano pasta pot made of Silargan®, your noodle 
water will no longer boil over. This is because the practical 
boil-over protection simply leads rising water back into the pot.

The Nature Colours cookware series made from Silargan® 
 convinces with refinement in the details: the show-stopper  
is the stainless steel control lid with the steam exhaust  
and pouring function. For added safety and convenience  
when cooking.

Cooking enjoyment 
with Silit.

Whether Monday or Sunday, lunch or a candlelit dinner,  savoury 
or sweet, for single dishes or sophisticated menus for guests: 
 discover our diverse families of pots and pot series in  various 
 materials, elegant designs, new fresh colours, variations, sizes and 
equipped with ingenious, tried-and-tested functions.  They are  
the perfect basis for your daily smaller and larger cooking projects. 
And they are surely just as diverse as life itself.



Cookware series

nature colours

Deliciously controlled – 
with Nature Colours and Control Lid

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.1917.11

Laterally attached finger protection 
for more convenience and safety

Controlled steam 
 release and easy 
pouring thanks to 
the non-insertable 
functional lid

With a functional 
control lid.

Special pouring rim.

Ovenproof, 
all-metal handles.

For all hob types, 
including induction.

Internal design
Peter Ramminger

It is the details that make life worth living. Or making a pot and fresh ingredients into 
something very special. We have developed new unique cookware with the Nature 
 Colours cookware series made of Silargan®. The highlight is the stainless steel control  
lid with a refined steam exhaust and pouring function – for even more perfection and 
safety when preparing your food in a taste-neutral way.

NEW
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Cookware series

nature colours

Ocean Green Mountain Blue Nature White Nature Black

all products from the nature colours series are available in these colours:

saucepan without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.1917.01

stewing pan without lid
With practical inside scale  |  
Ø 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1925.1917.01 (Ø 24 cm)

High casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0320.1917.11 (Ø 20 cm)

low casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0220.1917.11 (Ø 20 cm)

all advantages at a gl ance:

 → Highly functional non-insertable lid made from stainless 
steel, the control lid with sliding technology.

 → For simple pouring and steam release.

 → Finger protection on both sides.

 → Easy to clean by disassembling the sliding system.

 → For more health and more enjoyment.

closedopen



Vitaliano Colours – 
Dolce Vita everyday

Cookware series

vitaliano colours

Cooking view lid made from high-
quality, heat-resistant glass with 
a stainless steel rim

Ovenproof
all-metal handles

Special pouring rim

See-through lid with
stainless steel rim.

Practical draining  
device.

Extra-sturdy 
steel core.

Ideal for serving  
and storing food.

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 18, 22, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 22 cm

Item no.: 0015.1868.11

Our cookware line Vitaliano Colours combines Mediterranean joie de vivre with joy  
in perfection and a good conscience through and through. Vitaliano Colours was 
 developed with passion and a love for detail – enjoy the fantastic synthesis of brilliant 
colours, sustainable craftsmanship and sophisticated technology.

Whether you are preparing a small meal or several courses, a fresh sauce, a quick  
pasta or a gourmet meat dish, the Vitaliano family has the right pot to meet every  
expectation and live up to the occasion. Choose from numerous pot sizes and four 
trendy colours – Vanilla, Rosso, Marrone and Nero. Since our Mediterranean beauties 
 always put on a good appearance, they are perfectly suited for serving food. And 
thanks to Silargan®, storing food is a pleasure as well!
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Cookware series

vitaliano colours

Vanilla Rosso Marrone Nero

all products from the vitaliano colours series are available in these colours:

Pasta pot with lid
With insert made from 
stainless steel  |  Ø 24 cm

Item no.: 0524.1868.11

High casserole with lid
Ø 16, 18, 22, 24 cm

Item no.: 0322.1868.11 (Ø 22 cm)

low casserole with lid
Ø 16, 18, 22 cm

Item no.: 0222.1868.11 (Ø 22 cm)

stewing pan without lid
With practical inside scale  |  
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 1929.1868.01

stewing pan with lid
With practical inside scale  |  
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 1929.1868.11

stock pot with lid
Ø 24 cm

Item no.: 0424.1868.11

all advantages at a gl ance:

 → Pasta insert with boil-over protection.

 → Ovenproof handles.

 → See-through lid.

 → Pot made of Silargan®, antibacterial and nickel-free.

 → Attractive Mediterranean design.

 → Suitable for cooking, serving and storing food.

steamer with lid
With stainless steel insert  |  
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 0728.1868.11

saucepan 
without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.1868.01



Cookware series

Fresh colours

Fresh Colours – 
cook to perfection for healthful eating

Lay-on lid made from
high-quality stainless steel

Ovenproof
all-metal handles

Special pouring rim

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.1717.11

Fresh Colours offers the ideal prerequisite for intense, healthy eating pleasure. 
The extra-strong, drawn steel core and the dark inner material provide for excellent 
cooking and roasting characteristics. The heat is quickly and evenly conducted into  
the rim and retained for a long time. This saves valuable energy, regardless of whether 
you are cooking with low heat or are frying crisp food at high temperatures.
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Cookware series

Fresh colours

Lemon Green

all products from the Fresh colours series are available in these colours:

Polar WhitePiano Black

cooking bowl with lid
For cooking, serving 
and storing  |  Ø 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 2220.1717.11 (Ø 20 cm)

saucepan 
without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.1717.01

steam insert
Stainless steel  |  Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0720.6542.01

High casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0320.1717.11 (Ø 20 cm)

low casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0220.1717.11 (Ø 20 cm)



Cookware series

Passion colours

Cooking with passion —
Energy Red and Crazy Yellow

See-through lid made of high-quality,
heat-resistant glass

Ovenproof
all-metal handles

Special pouring rim

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.1748.12

Passion Colours – there are lots of colourful pots but none boast such sophisticated  
technical design. The extra-strong, drawn steel core and the dark inner material provide for 
excellent cooking and roasting characteristics. The heat is quickly and evenly conducted 
into the rim and retained for a long time. This saves valuable energy, regardless of whether 
you are cooking with low heat or are frying crisp food at high temperatures.
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Cookware series

Passion colours

Energy Red Crazy Yellow

all products from the Passion colours series are available in these colours:

cooking bowl with lid
For cooking, serving 
and storing  |  Ø 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 2224.1748.12 (Ø 24 cm)

saucepan 
without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.1748.02

steam insert
Stainless steel  |  Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0720.6442.01

low casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0220.1748.12 (Ø 20 cm)

High casserole with lid
Ø 14, 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0320.1748.12 (Ø 20 cm)



Award 2004

Cookware series

vision / silargan® e30

Vision made from Silargan® e30 – 
a new cooking dimension

See-through lid made of high-quality,  
heat-resistant glass with a stainless steel rim

Ovenproof
all-metal handles

Special 
pouring rim

Versatile, flexible,  
easy to mix and  
match.

Ideal for water- 
reduced cooking.

Suitable for all types 
of stoves, including 
induction.

Stackable to save 
space.

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.1514.11

Cooking with Vision thrills demanding hobby cooks and design aficionados alike.  
The innovative cookware system made of Silargan® e30 combines superb aesthetics  
with sophisticated functionality. The series is ingeniously perfected with a passion 
for detail. Ideal for water-reduced and low-fat cooking, Vision is ideal for all types  
of food preparation. Pots and inserts can be easily mixed and matched. Its metallic 
grey high-gloss surface with a sensual texture is a revolutionary synthesis of steel, 
 functional ceramics and unique functionality. Vision made of Silargan® e30 – with a 
classic design and a 30-year guarantee, it’s made for eternity.
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Cookware series

vision / silargan® e30

High casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0320.1514.11 (Ø 20 cm)

low casserole with lid
Ø 16, 20, 24 cm

Item no.: 0220.1514.11 (Ø 20 cm)

wok with glass lid
Ø 36 cm

Item no.: 0082.1514.11

multipurpose roasting pan, lid with induction-suitable sandwich base
The stainless steel lid is ideal for use as a serving platter, a pan, a chafing dish 
and a baking dish.  |  Overall dimensions with lid: 38 × 28 × 18 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 3938.1514.11

steam insert
Stainless steel  |  
Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0720.6242.01

Frying and serving pan
The ideal pan for browning food at high temperatures.  |
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1928.1514.01 (Ø 28 cm)



Cookware series

combi set – the all-in-one solution

Cookware series

minimaX® – small series, big impact

Available in Energy Red, 
Crazy Yellow, Lemon Green 
and Black.

Available in Energy Red, 
Crazy Yellow and Black.

A highlight for the 
modern kitchen.

Ideal for serving and 
storing food.

Stackable to
save space.

Comes in many 
colours.

minimaX® 3-piece
High casserole with lid Ø 15 cm
Stock pot with lid Ø 14 cm
Frying and serving pan without lid Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 0013.1737.11 (Lemon Green)

combi set
Ø 21 cm

Item no.: 3220.1748.11 (Energy Red)

With the Combi set, the pot, pan and lid are actually reduced to two 
items, but with their compact format gives them a three-way 
 perspective. They can be used individually for meals consisting 
of multiple parts or as an enclosed unit with the pan as a lid. 
The Combi set made of Silargan® and in the colours Energy Red, 
Crazy Yellow or Black shows greatness in a small space.

Who would have thought that such small pots could bring such great pleasure? 
The small pot line available in Energy Red, Crazy Yellow, Lemon Green and Black 
will win you over with sophisticated details and innovative technology. Ideal  
for healthy food preparation, serving and storing small portions and making a 
fashion statement on various fronts – culinary and otherwise. A small, colourful 
highlight for the modern kitchen.
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Perfect function –  
top design

Cookware series

moduline

Stackable to
save space.

Large see-through 
 insert.

Heat-insulating 
handles.

Lock-in-place
sliding glass lid.

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.2210.11

milk pot without lid
Ø 14 cm

Item no.: 3814.2210.01

saucepan without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.2210.01

Thanks to the see-through lid made of high-quality glass with a modern stainless 
steel rim you always have an eye on what’s cooking. The sliding glass lid shows itself 
from its best side while pouring. The lid locks in place as it is slid back. Food can  
be poured effortlessly over the wide pouring rim without the use of a sieve or pot 
holders. Your hands are protected against hot steam.



Everything is in view

Cookware series

accento

saucepan 
without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.1750.01

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.1750.11

Glass lid for  
full-view cooking.

Robust stainless  
steel handles.

Dishwasher-safe. Extra-sturdy
energy-saving base.

Accento presents itself as a unique combination of classic aesthetics and  
uncompromising functionality. Its formal characteristics alone are an  
eyeful, because it is as beautiful as it is practical. Ergonomic, ovenproof  
stainless steel handles, a glass lid with a high-quality stainless steel rim  
for energy-efficient full-view cooking and rounded sides to make stirring  
and cleaning a breeze.
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For every taste

Cookware series

Bonito

saucepan 
without lid
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 4216.2220.01

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.2220.11

Glass lid for  
full-view cooking.

Ergonomic handles.

Dishwasher-safe. Extra-sturdy
energy-saving base.

Bonito is basic equipment for any modern kitchen. In classic black with  
a simple design, this cookware range epitomises pure functionality  
with  harmonious proportions. In addition to ergonomically designed  
side handles made of special plastic and a lid made of heat-resistant  
glass with an easy-grip knob, Bonito combines pragmatism with aesthetics 
and also promises a free and easy cooking experience.



Livorno – brilliant performance

Cookware series

livorno

Extra-sturdy 
energy-saving base.

Professional,  
stainless steel  
hollow handles.

Practical 
interior scale.

Safe Touch – 
the lid handle with 
heat protection.

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.6875.11

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Quality without compromise, perfect functionality, irresistible looks. Made of 
stainless steel, Livorno captivates with its functional highlights, such as the  
practical interior scale as a prerequisite for accurate measuring, as well as the 
well-known effective  combination of the glass lid and extra-strong Silitherm®  
universal base for energy- efficient cooking you can see. Special highlight: the 
knob on the lid with the new Safe Touch heat protection. This reliably remains 
cool and, just as with the stainless steel hollow handles, you can grab it without 
thinking, even after long cooking times. All handles also have an ergonomic and 
robust design. The pots are suitable for all types of stoves, including induction.
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Competence – 
for smart cooks

Nobile – 
it’s tops

Special pots – practical complements

Cookware series

competence, nobile

CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.6034.11

cool milk pan
With CeraProtect® ultra-
hard coating.  |  stainless  
steel, without lid  |  1.8 ℓ  |  
Ø 14 cm

Item no.: 3814.6033.01

Bain-marie and double boiler
For easy preparation of 
 puddings, sauces and crèmes. 
No boiling over.  |  stainless 
steel, without lid  |  1.8 ℓ  |  
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 3615.6522.01

4-piece cookware set
High casserole with lid Ø 16, 20, 24 cm
Low casserole with lid Ø 20 cm

Item no.: 0015.6868.11

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

The professional quality heavy stainless steel not only guarantees 
optimal cooking results, but also impresses through its superior 
workmanship and elegant appearance. The practical non- 
insertable lid is ideal for low-water and energy-saving cooking. 
The ergonomic stainless steel handles are ovenproof and are  
absolutely heat-insulating, even after long cooking times. The  
encapsulated Silitherm® universal base ensures the best cooking 
and frying features through optimal heat distribution and the 
cookware is suitable for all types of stoves.

Elegant, rounded, stainless steel design. A see-through lid with 
stainless steel rim allows for water-reduced, energy-efficient 
cooking. Ovenproof, ergonomic handles made of polished 
 stainless steel. The encapsulated Silitherm® universal base is 
 suitable for all types of stoves, including induction. Distributes 
heat evenly and stores it for a long time. A wide pouring rim 
 ensures easy pouring and it has a practical interior scale.



Special cookware

roasting pan

All set for the oven   – 
roasting pans by Silit

our tip: Silargan® roasting pans – 
the best cooking and frying 
 features. Dark interior, base and 
sides with extra-sturdy steel core. 
The heat is optimally distributed 
and stored for a long time. Your 
roasts always turn out tender 
and crispy.

Professional, oval, multipurpose roasting pan, lid  
with induction-suitable sandwich base
Silargan® roasting pan  |  suitable for all stove types  | 
overall dimensions with lid: 38 × 28 × 18 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 3938.2620.11

Ideal for large portions. Whether you are preparing meat, fish or poultry:  
everything turns out tender and crispy with Silargan® roasting pans by Silit.  
The heat is distributed and stored evenly by the dark interior and the sturdy  
sides of the pan. Suitable for all types of stoves, including induction.
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Special cookware

roasting pan

the roasting pans made of silargan® are available in the colours 
(professional stew pot and gourmet casserole only in energy red, crazy yellow and Black):

Energy Red Crazy Yellow Black

oval roasting pan with heat-resistant glass lid
Ideal for casseroles and gratins. For tender fish dishes 
and stews, hocks, haunches or rolled roasts.  |  overall  
dimensions with lid: 36.5 × 25.5 × 20 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 3936.2610.11 (Black)

Professional stew pot with glass lid
For roasting, baking and casseroles.  |  ovenproof  
metal handles  |  Ø 28 cm, Height 20 cm

Item no.: 0128.2610.12 (Black)

non-stick frying pan with glass lid
Ideal for soufflés, gratins, stews and fish dishes.  |  stainless steel  |
overall dimensions with lid: 38.8 × 26.6 × 18.2 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 1938.6006.11

oval multipurpose roasting pan with lid
The multi-talent among roasting pans.  |  stainless steel 
lid with an induction-compatible sandwich base  |  stainless steel  |
overall dimensions with lid: 38 × 26 × 18.2 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 3038.6222.11

gourmet casserole with heat-resistant glass lid
Also suitable for use as a baking dish. Attractive design makes it  
practical for use as a serving dish.  |  insert is available separately  | 
overall dimensions with lid: 39 × 22 × 15 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 3432.0400.11 (Black)

Silitan 3-Year Guarantee
non-stick coating

®

Ocean Green Mountain BlueNEWNEW



Pressure cooking with 
the Sicomatic®.
If an invention hits the nerve of its time, makes life easier and 
promises many people major benefits in the long run, then it is 
a truly groundbreaking innovation.

In 1927, the invention of our Sicomatic®pressure cooker was  
a world novelty. Today, it is an indispensable part of the  
modern, health-conscious kitchen. For cooking in an airtight 
closed system preserves the valuable vitamins and minerals.  
The natural colours and characteristic taste of the food  
are preserved – you therefore cook your carefully and lovingly  
selected  ingredients in a particularly gentle manner that  
provides genuine taste.

Thanks to a simple principle, valuable energy is saved  
through pressure cooking. If you heat liquids in a closed  
pot, steam forms, which creates pressure and therefore  
increases the temperature. Cooking times are thus reduced  
by up to 70 per cent.

A product that has been in the product range as long as our 
 Sicomatic® has passed the hardest of all endurance tests  
many times with flying colours: everyday life. Time and  
again we have adapted the Sicomatic® to changing needs.  
Simple  operation, convenience, technical sophistication  
and a high standard of health and enjoyment: more than  
80 years of  experience are behind this product, which is  
inextricably linked to our  company history.





Pressure cooking

sicomatic® econtrol

Sicomatic® econtrol – 
the easy trick to more enjoyment

sicomatic® econtrol
Available in various colours and stainless steel. 
Available in the sizes 2.5 ℓ, 4.5 ℓ and 6.5 ℓ.

Item no.: 8685.1748.11 (4.5 ℓ, without insert, Energy Red)

Innovative one-hand 
control dial.

Detachable handle 
for easy and 
 thorough cleaning.

Easily visible cooking 
setting display.

Three adjustable 
cooking settings.

3
GuaranteeSupply Guarantee

10
FOR SPARE PARTS

YE
AR

YE
AR

Pressure cookers are ideal for modern healthy cuisine. They save time and 
 energy. Valuable vitamins and nutrients are preserved and the food retains  
its natural colour and characteristic aroma. The Sicomatic® econtrol stands for  
the culmination of over 80 years of experience. State-of-the-art technology  
and easy handling characterise the Sicomatic® econtrol. It is operated via  
one-handed dial regulation. Three temperature settings ensure precision 
 cooking. To clean, simply remove the handle. Whether stainless steel or 
 functional  Silargan® ceramic, the Sicomatic® econtrol cooks food quickly, 
healthily and  aromatically.
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2.5 ℓ

6.5 ℓ
4.5 ℓ

the sicomatic® econtrol made from silargan® is available in these colours:

Energy Red Crazy Yellow Lemon Green Ocean Green Mountain Blue Polar White Black

sicomatic® econtrol duo
Sicomatic® econtrol 4.5 ℓ with lid and pressure frying pan 3.0 ℓ.  |
available in various colours and stainless steel

Item no.: 1010.6022.11 (stainless steel)

insert
Ideal in combination with 
 Silargan® – for absolute 
 taste-neutral cooking  |  
porcelain  |  Ø 21 cm

Item no.: 1529.4001.01

insert
Perforated stainless steel  | 
Ø 18, 22 cm

Item no.: 8032.7011.01 (Ø 22 cm)

Basket insert 
For steaming, low-water 
 cooking, gentle heating  |  
Ø 19 cm

Item no.: 1529.6022.01

sicomatic® 
econtrol silargan® e30
Available in the sizes 2.5 ℓ, 
4.5 ℓ and 6.5 ℓ
Item no.: 8605.1514.11 
(4.5 ℓ, without insert)

sicomatic® econtrol
Available in the sizes 2.5 ℓ,  
4.5 ℓ and 6.5 ℓ
Item no.: 8605.1748.11 
(4.5 ℓ, without insert, Energy Red)

NEWNEW

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Pressure cooking

sicomatic® econtrol



3
GuaranteeSupply Guarantee

10
FOR SPARE PARTS

YE
AR

YE
AR

Pressure cooking

sicomatic® t-plus

Sicomatic® t-plus – quick, 
healthy cooking with precision

The ultimate in
user-friendliness.

Three adjustable 
cooking settings.

A breeze to clean. Practical special  
inserts.

sicomatic® t-plus
Available in various colours and stainless steel. 
Available in the sizes 2.5 ℓ, 4.5 ℓ and 6.5 ℓ.

Item no.: 8205.1733.14 (4.5 ℓ without insert, Crazy Yellow)

Classics are allowed to outdo themselves: the Sicomatic® t-plus presents  
itself as a modern variation on an unbeatably popular kitchen classic while 
maximising culinary convenience and unique taste.  
Choose between three pre-set cooking levels: the gentle level for delicate 
foods, the fast level for everything which requires long cooking times, such  
as meat, soups or stews, and the steaming level. If you turn the dial to zero,  
the content will be heated up without pressure, just like in conventional  
cookware, but particularly energy-efficiently.
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a cl a ssic , tried and tested

Sicomatic® t-plus combines all of our knowledge and over 
80 years of experience. The result is a pressure cooker that 
sets benchmarks with its attractive design and exceptional 
functionality.

 → Easy to use.

 → Three adjustable cooking settings.

 → Innovative technology: all the functions are located in 
the ergonomic handle.

 → Easy to clean thanks to a maintenance-free valve system.

the sicomatic® t-plus made from silargan® is available in these colours:

Energy Red Crazy Yellow Lemon Green Polar White Black

sicomatic® t-plus duo
Sicomatic® t-plus with lid and pressure frying pan without lid  | 
also available in stainless steel  |  4.5 ℓ Sicomatic® and 3.0 ℓ pressure 
 frying pan

Item no.: 0007.6022.14 (4.5 ℓ Sicomatic® and 3.0 ℓ pressure frying pan, stainless steel)

Ocean Green Mountain BlueNEWNEW

insert
Ideal in combination with 
 Silargan® – for absolute 
 taste-neutral cooking  |  
porcelain  |  Ø 21 cm

Item no.: 1529.4001.01

insert
Perforated stainless steel  | 
Ø 18, 22 cm

Item no.: 8032.7011.01 (Ø 22 cm)

Basket insert 
For steaming, low-water 
 cooking, gentle heating  |  
Ø 19 cm

Item no.: 1529.6022.01

sicomatic® t-plus
Available in various sizes:
2.5 ℓ, 4.5 ℓ and 6.5 ℓ
Item no.: 8285.1733.14 (4.5 ℓ without insert, Crazy Yellow)

2.5 ℓ

6.5 ℓ
4.5 ℓ

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Pressure cooking

sicomatic® t-plus





The gentle way: 
cooking with steam.
For centuries, steam cooking has been considered as the 
 healthiest method of cooking. Even in Ancient China, dishes were 
prepared gently in this way. Due to the rising water vapour that 
surrounds the ingredients from all sides evenly, the food retains 
its natural nutrient content and vitamins. Vegetables cooked in 
rising steam remain crisp, poultry remains juicy and fish does  
not fall apart. The food has a snap and is also purely visually a 
 pleasure, because its characteristic colours are preserved.

With the ecompact® roasting and steaming system by Silit, 
we have perfected this old principle of preparation. In this way, 
 several ingredients can be prepared simultaneously without  
the flavour of one food being transferred to another. The gentle 
 process preserves the food and leads to a special development 
of their flavouring agents. Because no water comes into contact 
with the food, even water-soluble nutrients are not lost.

Steam cooking is the ideal preparation method, especially for the 
varied, balanced and health-conscious kitchen, in which great 
care is taken in the selection and quality of fresh ingredients. 
It stands for simplicity and originality like no other, because the 
food convinces with its own characteristic flavour. Fat, salt and 
spices can be used sparingly. Steam cooking is best suited for all 
of those who love natural enjoyment.



Roasting and steaming cooking system

ecompact®

ecompact® roasting and steaming system:
the taste and health combo

Thermometer for
optimal control of  
the cooking process.

All-metal handles.

Versatile thanks to  
two different inserts 
with dividers.

See-through lay-on 
lid with special rim 
for a perfect fit.

ecompact® roasting and steaming system
With glass lid  |  thermometer  |  high insert with  
two dividers  |  low insert with two dividers  |   
35.6 × 33.3 × 18.4 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 1738.1748.31 (Energy Red)

A demand of our time: today, those who place value on the best quality and freshness 
of ingredients in their diet also like to carefully prepare and enjoy the food. If it is 
 possible to save time and energy in the process, the best prerequisites are created for  
a forward-looking lifestyle – generation eco.

The Silit ecompact® roasting and steaming system is ideal for the varied and healthy 
 cuisine of today. Cooking with steam is considered one of the healthiest cooking 
 methods in the world and is gaining popularity in the contemporary kitchen. The 
 combination of a versatile steamer with a roaster made from the unique Silargan® 
 functional ceramic makes the Silit ecompact® a top product for connoisseurs for  
whom only the best is good enough.
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all advantages at a gl ance:

 → Steamer and roaster in one.

 → Healthy cooking for a modern and 
sensible diet.

 → Silargan® roasters for the natural, 
true-to-taste and simultaneously 
energy-saving preparation of food.

 → Particularly versatile in use thanks to 
two different inserts with dividers.

 → Thermometer for optimal control  
of the cooking process.

 → Gently resting cooking view lid with 
tightly sealed special enclosure.

 → Ideal for all conventional ovens and 
suitable for all hob types.

 → Ovenproof, ergonomically 
formed handles.

 → Ideal for induction.

cooKing in ste a m – t wo inserts For 1001 PossiBilities

Discover fascinating new possibilities for tasty cuisine using the ecompact® roasting and steaming system – 
the new prime-quality combination of tradition and innovation by Silit.

Roasting and steaming cooking system

ecompact®

Gently resting cooking 
view lid with tightly 
sealed special enclosure

Silargan® roasters for the 
 natural, true-to-taste and 
 simultaneously energy-saving 
preparation of food

Particularly versatile 
thanks to two different 
inserts with dividers

Energy Red Black

all products from the ecompact® series are available in these colours:



Sometimes it is simply about being flexible. Finding the perfect 
solution for a very specific task. For a good chef is known by  
his selection of tools. Perfectly roasted steak, perfectly cooked 
vegetables or crispy potato dishes: whatever you have planned 
for today, we certainly have the right pan for the job.

Pans made from functional Silargan® ceramic are ideal for 
 everything that can be seared, everything that you would  
like crispy on the outside and juicy on the inside. Roasting  
naturally while saving energy? Nothing is easier than that.  
The Silargan® pans have the best frying properties, because  
the drawn-in-one-piece steel core and dark interior conduct  
heat quickly and transfer it to the contents of the pan.

Hot and  
gentle frying.

Our non-stick frying pans are particularly well-suited for  
delicate food such as fish, egg dishes, batters or vegetables.  
The CeraProtect® coating allows for healthy and gentle  
frying with little fat. Nothing sticks to the smooth surface  
and the food glides out of the pan very easily. The versatile  
range of Silit pans, including practical accessories such as  
the splash guard lids or the ergonomically designed turners, 
therefore offer the best prerequisites for your varied frying  
tasks. Or in short: it makes frying fun – every day.





Frying pans

Professional

Extra-sturdy steel core,
fast heat conduction
up to the rim and long
heat retention

The best frying properties thanks to the dark
frying surface, even at high temperatures

Wide pouring rim for
easy pouring

Silargan®  –
matchless frying performance

detergents
The ideal detergents for your 
 Silargan® pans. Also suitable for 
stainless steel cookware.

Frying pan, high
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm  |  without counter-grip
Ø 28 cm  |  with counter-grip

Item no.: 2824.2501.03 (Ø 24 cm)

First-class roasting with Silargan® pans. With the ultra-hard, ceramic and high-gloss 
 surface, Silargan® is robust, scratchproof and non-abrasive, easy to clean and  
nickel-free. In other words, the ideal material for your pan. The Professional pans  
with the extra-sturdy steel core are ideal for frying at high temperatures and  
therefore for everything that has to be fried until crispy. Thus, the crust is nice and 
crispy yet the food stays tender and juicy inside.
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Energy Red Crazy Yellow Lemon Green Polar White Black

Frying pans

Professional

“Silargan® – the functional ceramic is 
ideal for flash-frying foods such as 
meat, casseroles and crispy potato 
dishes. With the Professional frying 
pan by Silit, you achieve perfect 
frying results all the time.”

Star chef Ralf Zacherl

all deep universal frying pans with Ø 24 cm and 28 cm and the serving pans with Ø 28 cm are available in these colours 
(ocean green and mountain Blue only for high casseroles):

Frying pan, high, 
with counter-grip
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 2829.2501.03

Frying and serving pan 
with metal handles
Ideal for serving food
at the table.  |
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1924.2500.01 (Ø 24 cm)

glass lid
The right lid for every pan. 
Choose between plastic and 
ovenproof metal handles.  |  
Ø 20, 24, 26, 28, 32 cm

Item no.: 5324.3424.01 (Ø 26 cm)

Frying pan flat
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 2424.2501.02 (Ø 24 cm)

casserole, high, 
with metal handles
With integrated scale  |   
Ø 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1925.2500.01 (Ø 24 cm)

universal lid and  
splash guard
For all pots and pans. The 
large see-through insert  
enables you to monitor 
the cooking process.  |   
suitable for Ø 20 – 28 cm

Item no.: 0001.6028.01

Ocean Green Mountain BlueNEWNEW



Non-stick frying pans

Profi deluxe

Profi DeLuxe non-stick frying pans –  
an ingenious combination of materials

added value at a gl ance:

 → Revolutionary CeraProtect® non-stick coating 
on a purely mineral basis.

 → Ultra-hard, non-abrasive, heat-resistant  
up to 400 °C.

 → Robust and extremely durable.

 → Non-stick with roll-off effect. No more 
burnt food.

 → Perfect for gentle, low-fat, healthy 
cooking.

 → Particularly easy to clean.

 → Excellent heat conduction and retention.

 → Five-year guarantee.

CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®

“A stable steel core on the inside 
and the best seal on the outside. 
This makes the Silit Profi DeLuxe 
the perfect frying pan for a  
fantastic frying result.”

Star chef Mario Kotaska

Frying and  
serving pan with  
metal handles
Ø 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1924.2533.01 (Ø 24 cm)

Frying pan, high, 
with counter-grip
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 2529.2533.01

Frying pan, high
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 2524.2533.01 (Ø 24 cm)

A true superlative: Silargan® plus CeraProtect®. The Profi DeLuxe non-stick 
pan brings together two revolutionary material developments with  
spectacular results. With its mixture of legendary ultra-hard Silargan® and 
the PTFE-free CeraProtect® non-stick coating, the Profi DeLuxe non-stick 
pan fulfils visions of definitive premium cookware: unique functionality, 
 superb quality, sustainable craftsmanship and exceptional aesthetics. 
The extra-sturdy steel core guarantees unbelievably fast heat conduction 
and even distribution and retention. This allows you to turn down the heat 
fast, making for excellent energy efficiency.
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CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®

Tevera non-stick frying pan – 
gentle frying, healthy cooking

Non-stick frying pans

tevera

“Robust and yet light cast aluminium 
– now for induction hobs as well. 
With the ingenious CeraProtect® 
seal, it is the ideal frying pan for  
everyday use.”

Star chef Mario Kotaska

wok
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 0081.4734.01

Frying pan,  
high
Ø 20, 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 2724.4734.01 
(Ø 24 cm)

casserole
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 2629.7434.01

Frying and serving
pan, high
Ø 26, 28 cm

Item no.: 1928.4734.01 (Ø 28 cm)

The Tevera non-stick frying pan made from robust, durable cast 
aluminium is also ideal for induction stoves with its special base. 
Its ultra-hard surface is non-stick coated on a pure mineral base. 
This ensures lasting beading and makes it the perfect pan for 
 everything that needs to be gently roasted and cooked with little 
fat. No burning, no sticking, very simple and easy to clean – just 
perfect for the health-conscious kitchen. Thanks to the optimal 
heat conduction, you will also save time and energy while frying. 
Available in many different designs. The everyday smart choice.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®
Glass

ceramic
Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

“The best seal combined with robust,  
highly polished stainless steel – 
that’s Durado. Needless to say,  
it’s induction-compatible!”

Star chef Mario Kotaska

Non-stick frying pans

durado

Durado non-stick frying pan –
as elegant as it is robust

grill pan with handle 
and counter-grip
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 2727.6033.01

casserole, high
Ø 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 2724.6033.01 (Ø 24 cm)

Frying and serving pan 
with metal handles
Ø 24, 28 cm

Item no.: 1924.6033.01 (Ø 24 cm)

Frying pan, high
Ø 20, 24, 28, 32 cm

Item no.: 2624.6033.01 (Ø 24 cm)

Perfect functionality, elegant design. The Durado non-stick pan 
with CeraProtect® coating is a high-gloss all-rounder which stands 
for flexibility in kitchens with an ambitious agenda. Durado is 
spectacularly robust, ideal for low-fat frying, easy to clean and 
 surprisingly lightweight. The high-gloss stainless steel body with  
a Silitherm® universal base guarantees excellent heat conduction 
and retention as well as the best cooking and frying features on all 
types of stoves, including induction.

Lasting durability and a great potential for energy efficiency – 
these features have already made Durado a young classic in the 
modern kitchen.
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Non-stick frying pans

studio

Studio non-stick frying pan –
versatility at its best

CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®

“Studio has the best coating.  
A genuine all-round frying  
pan for hobs and ovens –  
simply fantastic.”

Star chef Mario Kotaska

Square shape, 
large frying surface.

Particularly high, 
ovenproof handles.

stew pot with metal handles and lid
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 0228.6033.11

Frying and serving pan with metal handles and lid
Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 1929.6033.11

Frying pan, high
Ø 20, 24, 28, 32 cm

Item no.: 2624.6033.01 (Ø 24 cm)

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Studio, the square non-stick pan, possesses the same merits of  
all other non-stick pans with CeraProtect® coating. This special 
shape doesn’t only look incredibly good, but also opens up a 
whole new horizon of culinary perspectives. Studio also comes  
in size XXL. The large stewing pan is also equipped to tackle  
grand projects. Needless to say, the voluminous beauty can also 
go into the oven, coming out again in all its perfection to stage  
a  smashing appearance at the table.

Let your imagination run free. The extra-sturdy Silitherm® 
 universal base ensures excellent heat conduction and is 
 guaranteed to be suitable for all types of stoves.





Who doesn’t like to think outside of the box once in a while, try 
something new, redefine the well-tried and create something 
new? Variety in the kitchen knows no bounds. All you need is  
a  little  imagination, delicious ingredients and a true multi-talent 
among special cookware: a wok. It is perfect for roasting, 
 steaming,  braising, frying and blanching. Easy handling and quick 
preparation make cooking a pleasure and a social experience.

Those who place value on health-conscious, creative cuisine  
will find the perfect cookware in the high-quality Silit woks for  
preparing tasty and balanced meals. With the short cooking  
time, the ingredients retain their taste, bite and various flavours. 
In the wok, you can make fiery soups and stews, creative 
 vegetable dishes or hearty meat dishes. And it is a real feast for 
the eyes: thanks to the stylish design, you can serve directly out  
of the wok at the table.

Variety  
on a plate.

Bring some variety into your everyday life and discover the  
world of cooking in all of its facets. The woks from Silit are the 
perfect combination of Asian tradition and modern, excellent 
quality. They also convince through their superior workmanship 
and  optimal functionality and are available in many materials, 
 designs and colours with practical accessories. Whether with  
or without guests: look forward to culinary journeys – right in 
your own kitchen.



Special cookware

silargan® wok

A taste of the world

all Profi woks in Ø 36 cm are available in these colours:

Energy Red Crazy Yellow Black

Profi wok with steel handle
Ideal for larger amounts of 
food and liquid  |  Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 0081.2601.01

Profi wok
With glass lid  |  Ø 32, 36 cm

Item no.: 0082.2603.11 (Ø 36 cm)

Silit is at home when it comes to cooking – all over the world. Silit embraces many different trends and 
traditions – from regional cuisine in all its diversity to modern international cuisine and everything in 
between. For all of their diversity, the cultures have one thing in common: cooking in good company. 
With traditional woks, Silit always provides what is needed for good company at the table.
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CeraProtect 5-Year Guarantee
ptfe-free  · non-stick

®
Glass

ceramic
Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Special cookware

stainless steel wok

Universal and healthy

stainless steel woK s

Stainless steel woks with 
matching insert are excellently 
suited for steaming and 
 stewing food such as fish and 
dim sums. Perfect for cooking 
in different temperature zones. 
Stainless steel woks are also 
appealing by virtue of their 
light weight and exceptional 
durability.

wuhan non-stick wok pan 
with steel handle
Ideal for larger amounts of food 
and liquid  |  Ø 28 cm

Item no.: 0081.6033.01

Hong Kong wok
With glass lid  |  Ø 36 cm

Item no.: 0082.6033.11

taipei wok
For lovers of Asian cuisine  |  multi-layer  
material  |  with glass lid  |
Ø 32 cm

Item no.: 0080.6222.11

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Woks are probably the most versatile type of all-purpose cookware. You can use them to stew, fry and 
steam food. Asian stir-fries involve frying finely chopped or diced ingredients in a bit of oil at high  
temperatures while stirring constantly until they are firm to the bite. The extremely short cooking  
process ensures optimal preservation of vitamins and aromas. The high-quality, perfect craftsmanship 
and excellent functionality of Silit stainless steel woks guarantee many years of wok enjoyment.



Special cookware

silargan® fondue set

They’ll really fire you up!

cheese fondue set
6 fondue forks and rechaud  |  with wooden handle  |  
Ø 23 cm  |  casserole with wooden handle also 
 available individually

Item no.: 0004.2918.11 (cheese fondue set) 
Item no.: 4623.2800.01 (casserole with wooden handle)

Fondue set
With anti-splatter lid, 6 fondue forks and rechaud  |  Ø 16 cm  | 
available in the colours Energy Red and Black

Item no.: 0004.1748.12 (Energy Red)

Fondue set 
Polar white
With anti-splatter 
lid, 6 fondue forks 
and rechaud  |
Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 0004.1735.11 
(Polar White)

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

Friends used to come for dinner. Now they come to cook along. Fondues allow you to combine 
the pleasure of cooking and eating all at once in good company. Whether with cheese or meat, 
fondue pots made of scratchproof, nickel-free and antibacterial Silargan® are suitable for all 
types of fondues. The fondue pot can be used on all types of stoves, including induction.
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Trends and tradition

mondo fondue set
Sophisticated design –  
adorns any table  |  comes  
with anti-spatter lid, 6 fondue 
forks and rechaud  |  Ø 16 cm

Item no.: 0004.6024.11

Glass
ceramic

Electro Gas Induction

SILITHERM® Universal base

A convivial affair, a delectable event, seasonal entertainment: fondue is viewed as a synonym  
for multifaceted delight, implying not only uncomplicated on-the-spot preparation but also 
 multicultural flair and fantastic opportunities for culinary excursions. How about Japanese sukiyaki 
with tofu, a Middle-East fondue with apricots and lamb or an Andalusian pot-au-feu? These are all 
 aromatic highlights worthy of being complemented aesthetically by a superbly stylish fondue set.

Special cookware

stainless steel fondue sets



Stirring, grating, portioning. Measuring, peeling, cutting. 
 Numerous hand movements are necessary before a dish is ready. 
It’s good that you do not have to do everything alone. Things are 
easier with the practical kitchen gadgets and tools by Silit. With 
clever functions that are easy to handle and that were developed 
from everyday life.

Like Pepe, our magnetic pot stand, which is guaranteed to stay 
put where you need it, does not scratch the table and can be 
stored to save space. Our new Fresh Bowls storage series also 
solves several problems: arrange your food in a taste-neutral 
manner, serve it aesthetically and store it safely – using the Twist’n 
Lift aroma lid, the content stays sealed airtight. You cannot forget 
our large selection of turners, cooking spoons, whisks and peelers 
that meet the most difficult requirements in function and colour. 
So that you can choose from a wide range of helpers that best fit 
in your kitchen and everyday life.

Clever specialists: 
versatile and practical.

With Silit, you will find kitchen gadgets for every occasion –  
from avocado slicers to lemon graters. Our small and large  
helpers save you lots of time and energy and already just 
 preparing your food will  become a pleasure.

The highest demands on ergonomics, hygiene, durability and  
 aesthetics make our kitchen gadgets and tools ultimately 
 indispensable talents in your own personal daily routine.





Served fresh. With the 
Fresh Bowls storage series
and Twist’n Lift aroma lid

Twist’n Lift aroma lid – 
 extremely easy to open 
thanks to simple technology

Functional Silargan® ceramics:
ideal for taste-neutral preparation, 
serving and storage

Stackable to save space

Flavour is retained 
thanks to Silargan®.

Serve and arrange 
food in an  
appetising way.

Can be stacked to 
save space.

Twist’n Lift aroma lid 
keeps food fresh for 
longer.

Fresh Bowls
3-piece set  |  with Twist’n Lift aroma lid  |  
Ø 12, 14, 16 cm

Item no.: 1299.1800.11 (Piano Black)

Experience is measured in things that are always redefined through 
 everyday life. For example, by taking care of three tasks with one product. 
With our new Fresh Bowls storage series, you can arrange your food in a 
taste-neutral manner, serve it appetisingly and store it safely. Thanks to  
the practical Twist’n Lift closure and the fresh colours, they can be stacked 
chicly and therefore fit perfectly with our cookware.

NEW

Storage series

Fresh Bowls
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the Fresh Bowls made from silargan® are available in these colours:

Energy Red Crazy Yellow Ocean Green Mountain Blue Polar White Piano Black

Fresh Bowls
2-piece set  |  with Twist’n Lift aroma lid  |  Ø 12, 16 cm

Item no.: 1298.1735.11 (Polar White)

Fresh Bowl
With Twist’n Lift aroma lid  | 
Ø 12, 14, 16 cm

Item no.: 1214.1917.11 
(Ocean Green, Ø 14 cm)

Storage series

Fresh Bowls



Basic Line  – that’s elegant, sleek-lined stainless steel. The practical loop for 
hanging them up always keeps them in plain sight ready to tackle any task.  
All of the kitchen helpers in the Basic Line are dishwasher-safe.

Basic Line –
simply appealing

Ba sic line selec tion:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kitchen helpers

Basic line

Pizza cutter
Cleanly and precisely portions 
pizza and sheet cake.  |  
Length 19.5 cm

Item no.: 7545.7027.01

lemon grater
Fine-toothed and therefore 
ideal for grating citrus fruits.  |  
Length 27 cm

Item no.: 7545.7029.01

Potato fork
With the long prongs, it is easy 
to pick up potatoes and 
 vegetables.  |  Length 16 cm

Item no.: 7545.7024.01

lifter
Versatile use for gentle  
turning and lifting.  |   
Length 34 cm

Item no.: 7545.7008.01

Balloon whisk
Ideal for beating and mixing 
cream and eggs.  |  available 
in 17, 21, 28 cm

Item no.: 7545.7002.01 (21 cm)

Potato masher
Effortlessly and quickly 
mashes cooked potatoes.  |  
Length 29 cm

Item no.: 7545.7038.01

Peeler
Easily peels fruit and vegeta-
bles thanks to the movable 
blade.  |  Length 19 cm

Item no.: 7545.7032.01

wok turner
The flattened shape is  
ideal for cooking in a wok.  |  
Length 36 cm

Item no.: 7545.7013.01

1 3 5 7

2 4 6 8
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Kitchen helpers

Basic line

cheese slicer
Effortlessly cuts fine slices  
of soft and hard cheese.  |  
Length 25 cm

Item no.: 7585.7008.01

apple corer
Cleanly and easily  
removes the apple core.  | 
Length 21 cm

Item no.: 7545.7026.01

noodle spoon
Good capacity for easily 
serving noodles.  | 
Length 31.5 cm

Item no.: 7545.7018.01

melon/potato scoop
Practical for shaping 
vegetables and fruit.  | 
Length 15 cm

Item no.: 7545.7025.01

meat tenderiser
Beat meat such as schnitzel 
quickly and nice and flat.  |  
Length 25 cm

Item no.: 77545.7085.01

vegetable peeler
Suitable for simple and fast  
cutting of fruit and vegetables 
of all kinds.  |  Length 19 cm

Item no.: 7545.7034.01

Parmesan grater
Sits perfectly and securely  
in your hand thanks to the 
 sophisticated ergonomics.  |  
Length 27 cm

Item no.: 7585.7032.01

Zester
Fine-toothed and therefore 
ideal for grating citrus fruits.  |  
Length 14.5 cm

Item no.: 7545.7028.01

9 11 13 15

10 12 14 16



e X tr a line selec tion:

1 2 3 4

Kitchen gadgets

extra line

Extra Line –
perfectly thought through in every detail
The kitchen gadget series with a little bit extra. Thanks to the temperature-resistant silicone, it is ideal for coated 
cookware. Thought through functionality, right up to the smallest detail. The black, soft grip surface sits comfort-
ably in your hand. The elegant design of the red eyelets is eye-catching. All the parts are dishwasher-safe.

cooking spoon
Ergonomically shaped thanks 
to the hexagonal handle.  |  
Length 30 cm

Item no.: 0022.7402.01

spoon
Versatile in use, for pasta or as 
salad servers. Also available 
 individually.  |  Length 30 cm

Item no.: 0022.7409.01

open cooking spoon
Stirs particularly easily  
thanks to the clever  
opening – right up to the 
edge.  |  Length 30 cm

Item no.: 0022.7401.01

Pasta serving spoon
Versatile in use, for pasta or as 
salad servers. Also available 
 individually.  |  Length 30 cm

Item no.: 0022.7410.01

1 2 3 4
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5 6 7 8

Kitchen gadgets

extra line

Pan turner
Flexible bowl for easy turning 
and stirring, even on the sides 
of the pan.  |  Length 32.5 cm

Item no.: 0022.7412.01

wok turner
Perfectly adapted to the wok 
shape thanks to the wide 
rounded bowl.  |  Length 32 cm

Item no.: 0022.7415.01

soup ladle
Reaches even the smallest 
 remnants in the pot thanks 
to the tapered spoon.  |  
Length 31 cm

Item no.: 0022.7408.01

Fish slice
Ideal for fish and large fried 
food thanks to the long and 
wide special shape.  |  
Length 30.5 cm

Item no.: 0022.7414.01

5 6 7 8



Award 2002

Award 2004

ceramic grinder
With integrated  
rewinding action.  
No follow-up required.

spice glass
Wide neck makes it 
easy to fill.

aroma cap
Protects against moisture,  
preserves aroma. Can be used 
as a measuring implement.

setting wheel
Infinitely variable degrees 
of coarseness/fineness.

grindstone
Harder than steel –  
non-corrosive and  
wear-resistant.

diavolo spice mill
Filled and empty  |  available in stainless steel, Black, Grey, 
Blue and White  |  Height 13 cm

Item no.: 0020.8514.01 Item no.: 0020.8700.01 
(Black, unfilled) (stainless steel, unfilled)

Janus double-headed mill
Unusual Y-shape. Two-chamber system is practical for storing salt  
and pepper in one mill. Salt and pepper can be ground separately  
thanks to the separate grinding mechanisms.  |  stainless steel / plastic  |  
Height 17.5 cm

Item no.: 0020.8806.01 (unfilled)

Seasoning food

grinders

Bon appetit for gourmets
Herbs and spices lend your dishes that special flavour. Ready-to-sprinkle herbs and spices have to be pre-ground, thus 
losing their aroma very quickly. The perfect solution: Silit spice mills release essential oils in the process of grinding 
dried herbs, lending them an aroma every time that gives them the character of freshly picked herbs. The secret of Silit 
spice mills is the CrushGrind® grinding element made of high-quality ceramic. Modern ceramic is harder than steel, 
non-corrosive and wear-resistant and thus tasteless. There is a ten-year guarantee on the grinding element.
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mortar
These mortars and pestles are perfect for crushing and grinding 
herbs and spices.  |  high-quality porcelain  |  Ø 10 cm, Ø 11.5 cm

Item no.: 0022.4001.01 (Ø 10 cm)

aromatico salt and pepper shaker
Integrated magnet for mounting to magnetic surfaces. 
The dispensing strength is individually adjustable and 
the shaker can be closed.  |  Plastic  |  Length 14 cm

Item no.: 0020.8173.01

sienna electric mill
Powerful electric mill made of high-quality plastic. With ceramic grinding 
element and continuous milling level adjustment.  |  integrated LED light  |  
ceramic grinder  |  high-quality plastic / acrylic glass  |  Height 21 cm  |  
available in the colours Black, White and Red

Item no.: 0020.8030.01 (Black)

mulino nutmeg mill
The clever solution for grating fresh nutmeg. High-quality stainless steel 
grating surface and spring piston ensure many years of product pleasure. 
With integrated storage container.  |  acrylic / high-quality plastic

Item no.: 0020.7922.01

sienna Plus electric tip mill
Practical rocker switch: the grinding mechanism automatically 
switches on and off when the mill is tilted. With ceramic grinding 
 element and continuous milling level adjustment.  |  ceramic grinder  |  
high-quality plastic / acrylic glass  |  Height 19.5 cm  |  available in the 
colours Black, White and Red

Item no.: 0020.8530.01 (Black)

NEW

NEW

Seasoning food

spice mills, clever specialists



Grate, slice, press

rico spaetzle press
Optimal handling – excellent leverage and ergonomics. Unique 
nap design – special perforations with scraping naps.  |  stable 
container can be detached  |  extra-easy to clean.  |  stainless 
steel / high-quality, sturdy synthetic material  |  Length 41.5 cm

Item no.: 0020.7732.01

rivera universal slicer
Particularly sturdy and high-quality slicer with stainless steel frame. The 
extremely sharp blades ensure simple preparation and allow you to work 
without tiring. Easy-to-operate five-level height adjuster on both sides.  
Non-slip feet ensure safe handling.  |  stainless steel / plastic  |  36 × 16 cm

Item no.: 0020.7942.01

ginger / vegetable grater
Perfect functionality – ergonomic design. Grates ginger, celery,  
horseradish and other hard food such as chocolate. The fine grater 
works effortlessly and quickly. Optimal handling – slip-proof.  |  easy 
to clean  |  stainless steel / plastic  |  21.2 × 7.2 × 5.5 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 0020.7338.01

Crudités are healthy, but preparing them often takes lots of effort. With graters and slicers  
by Silit, you’ll have an easy time of it. The sharp blades slice through even the hardest vegetables. 
Thanks to their  special ergonomics, you can position them for action safely. This saves effort 
and will transform this task into a technical tour de force you’ll really enjoy.

Kitchen tools

grating and pressing
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Pepino cucumber slicer
Perfect functionality – ergonomic 
design. Quick and easy slicing with 
uniform results. The practical 
 silicone foot ensures a non-skid 
hold. Suitable for right- and 
 left-handed people alike. Easy to 
clean.  |  stainless steel /  silicone  |  
Length 42 cm

Item no.: 0020.7923.01

Pialla garlic slicer
The double-edged blade is a time saver. The ergonomic design – featuring 
a soft-touch handle with thumb groove – gives you a good grip. The garlic 
container with scraping edge makes it easy to remove the garlic peel from 
the back of the blade. Suitable for right- and left-handed people alike.  |
stainless steel / plastic  |  Length 16 cm

Item no.: 0020.7925.01

gratecut® grater / slicer
A special manufacturing process 
makes the grater extremely sharp. 
Food is cut very thin rather than 
torn – vitamins are preserved. 
Wear-resistant; ergonomically-
designed safety handle with 
thumb groove. Integrated 
 container for grated food.  |   
stainless steel / plastic  |  
Length 33.5 cm

Item no.: 0020.7934.01 (grater)

lupo mill grater
Multifunctional for easy grating and grinding. Ideal for vegetables, 
cheese, chocolate and nuts. Comes with three stainless steel grating 
 inserts. The non-skid suction stand provides a good grip on smooth 
 surfaces.  |  stainless steel / plastic  |  Height 20 cm

Item no.: 0020.7935.01

Kitchen tools

grating and pressing



Tough for the task

colorino universal knife
Coated knife blade steel  |  handle and blade guard made of 
high-quality plastic  |  available in Yellow, Purple, Green and Red

Item no.: 0020.8388.01 (Red)

cutting boards
High-quality plastic  |  available in the colours Yellow, Green, Red and Purple

38 × 25 cm  |  with juice groove and handle

Item no.: 0020.7661.01 (Purple)

32 × 20 cm  |  with handle

Item no.: 0020.7670.01 (Green)

The new cutting boards by Silit are the classics of tomorrow. The antibacterial 
surface of the special plastic not only serves as a hygienic basis for sensitive 
ingredients, but also ensures taste and odour neutrality.

NEW

Kitchen tools

cutting boards

Round with juice 
groove and handle  |  
Ø 38 cm

Item no.: 0020.7613.01

Breakfast board  |  
23 × 14 cm

Item no.: 0020.7808.01

Cutting board  |   
25 × 16 cm

Item no.: 0020.7609.01

Cutting board with 
 handle  |  32 × 20 cm

Item no.: 0020.7610.01

Cutting board with juice 
groove and handle  |   
38 × 25 cm

Item no.: 0020.7611.01

Cutting board with juice 
groove and handle  |   
45 × 30 cm

Item no.: 0020.7612.01

cutting boards
High-quality plastic
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designpraxis diener

Pollo poultry scissors
These attractively designed and practical poultry shears make it easy to 
serve any holiday roast. Heavy-duty professional quality, serrated blade, 
grip handle with locking notch.  |  stainless steel  |  soft grip  |  also suitable 
for left-handed people

Item no.: 0022.6044.01

varieta kitchen scissors
Ergonomically shaped and padded grip made of special plastic. Requires 
significantly less effort than with conventional scissors.  |  stainless steel  |  
soft grip  |  also suitable for left-handed people

Item no.: 0022.6019.01

Herb scissors
Patented, sharp double-blade leaves fine leaf structures when  
cutting. An ingenious feature even allows you to strip twigs  
of thyme or  rosemary.  |  stainless steel  |  soft grip  |  also suitable  
for left-handed people

Item no.: 0022.6120.01

velocino double peeler
With two facing blades. Quick and even peeling is guaranteed. Movable 
blades adjust to thickness of asparagus spear and carrots perfectly.  |  
stainless steel

Item no.: 0020.7119.01

tommi tomato stalk remover
The innovative product for healthy eating  pleasure. 
Simply ingenious – toxic tomato cores are removed 
in a flash.  |  stainless steel, satin finish

Item no.: 0020.6040.01

toto peeler
Thanks to its ergonomic form and strength of material, peeling has never 
been easier.  |  stainless steel  |  also suitable for left-handed people

Item no.: 0022.7088.01

Pelaro tomato / vegetable peeler
Peels vegetables and fruits wafer-thin. Also ideal for   
peeling raw tomatoes and chilli peppers. Zig-zag  
blade prevents slipping on smooth peels. Special  
feature:  practical potato-eye remover. Easy to clean – 
 dishwasher-safe. Suitable for right- and left-handed  
people alike.  |  high-quality plastic

Item no.: 0020.7120.01 (Black)

Kitchen tools

clever specialists



Specialists – for special tasks

tasty cooking spoon
The clever all-round talent – for tasting, stirring and pasta testing. Tasting 
hollows on both sides. Specially designed for stirring on the bottoms, in 
the corners and on the sides of pots.  |  stainless steel / high-quality syn-
thetic  material  |  Length 34 cm

Item no.: 0020.7721.01

Pinga frying and turning tongs
An essential household helper for turning, grasping  
and serving food.  |  stainless steel  |  Length 31 cm

Item no.: 0020.7106.01

universal dough scraper
Two varying hardnesses: a soft side  for crèmes or whipped  
cream, a firm side for handling dough of various kinds.  
Suitable for use as a dough scraper, a spoon and a spatula.  |   
stainless steel / silicone  |  Length 29 cm

Item no.: 0022.7110.01 (Blue)

girato kitchen tongs
Perfect for lifting, turning, transporting, 
stirring, roasting and serving meat, fish, poultry and  
vegetables. Front element is heat-resistant up to 270 °C.  |   
stainless steel / high-quality plastic  |  Length 30.5 cm

Item no.: 0022.7302.01

Perfected design and functionality. Silit offers a comprehensive range of high-quality, innovative 
kitchen tools. Every product was developed with care to detail and an eye for the task it should  
fulfil. Optimal functionality and excellent ergonomics form a perfect synthesis with exclusive,  
classic design. This makes the practical helpers stylish eye-catchers in any kitchen.

Kitchen tools

clever specialists
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Picobello toothpick dispenser
This unique design highlight is a practical toothpick 
dispenser. Dispenses toothpicks one by one at the 
touch of a finger.  |  stainless steel

Item no.: 0022.7174.01

Fruit divider
The sharp blade made of special steel cuts 10 even pieces while 
 simultaneously coring the fruit.  |  polished stainless steel  |  Ø 12 cm

Item no.: 0022.7165.01

wings lever corkscrew
The centring ring makes it easy to position  
and screw in. Suitable for all conventional wine 
and Prosecco bottles.  |  solid zinc die-cast  |  
heavy-duty quality

Item no.: 0022.7074.01

citrus squeezer
Large juice receptacle  | 
stainless steel

Item no.: 0022.5052.01

Profi tin opener
Safe, hygienic and ergonomic. With integrated cap lifter, lid remover and 
vacuum jar opener.  |  stainless steel / plastic  |  available in the colours 
Black, Grey, Blue and Red

Item no.: 0022.7001.01 (Black)

Kitchen tools

clever specialists



cut‘n serve  multipurpose utensil
The clever multipurpose utensil is ideal for cutting, transporting 
and serving pizza, cake, mushrooms, vegetables, etc. Also suitable 
for scraping spaetzle and portioning out pastry and pasta.  | 
stainless steel, satin finish

Item no.: 0022.7103.01

strappa foil dispenser
Practical helper for unrolling and tearing off foil such as  
Saran wrap, aluminium foil, etc.  |  stainless steel / plastic  | 
Ø 5.5 cm, length 32 cm

Item no.: 0020.7728.11

easy kitchen roll holder
Very easy one-handed use. Replacing paper towel roll is a breeze. Doesn’t tip thanks to heavy  
base. Silicone feet make it skid-proof. Accommodates all conventional brands of paper towel.  |  
stainless steel  |  Height 32 cm

Item no.: 0022.7186.11

trident design

designpraxis diener

ecolare induction stove
Extremely fast and time-saving  |   
with integrated timer  |  scratchproof glass  
ceramic surface  |  29 × 7 × 36 cm (W × H × D)

Item no.: 0002.8188.11

Kitchen tools

clever specialists
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Pepe magnetic stand
Integrated magnet facilitates easy handling when serving food. Silicone coating 
makes it heat-resistant and scratchproof. Foldable to save space during storage. 
Temperature-resistant up to 270 °C.  |  silicone  |  18.2 × 3.6 cm

Item no.: 0022.7177.01

vitalita salad spinner
Stainless steel  |  with airtight lid  |  also  
suitable for left-handed people  |  Ø 24 cm

Item no.: 0022.7069.11

designpraxis diener

el modo digital scales
Loading capacity up to 5 kg  |  gradation in 1-g increments  |  also 
weighs volumes of liquids  |  with practical weighing function (tare) 
and overload indicator  |  available in the colours Black, White and 
Red  |  glass / plastic  |  23.1 × 15.1 cm

Item no.: 0022.4020.01 (Black)

NEW

Kitchen tools

clever specialists



attimo digital cooking timer
Extra-large LCD display for easy reading. With stand and two  
magnets for hanging.  |  ABS plastic  |  90 × 70 mm

Item no.: 0068.0032.01 (Black)

vitaliano kitchen timer
Great addition for all Vitaliano fans. Helps with exact timing.  |   
plastic  |  available in the colours Rosso and Nero

Item no.: 0068.0026.01 (Rosso) 
Item no.: 0068.0028.01 (Nero)

diavolo cooking timer
Original design – an eye-catcher in any kitchen. LCD display – very  
precise and easy to read. Setting range from 1 minute to 9 hours and  
59 minutes  |  stainless steel  |  Height 9.5 cm

Item no.: 0068.0015.01

sicocontrol cooking timer
For rapidly determining cooking times with Sicomatic®.   |   
high-quality synthetic material  |  Ø 7.5 cm

Item no.: 0068.0035.01

NEWNEW

NEW

Kitchen tools

clever specialists
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sensero thermometer set 4-piece
Consists of oven thermometer, roasting thermometer, steak 
 thermometer and wine thermometer.  |  stainless steel / glass / ring 
Teflon -coated  |  Ø 3.2 to 6.2 cm

Item no.: 0022.5075.11

sensero oven thermometer
Ideally suited for monitoring the 
temperature inside the oven.
Can be laid flat or hung. 
Temperature-resistant up to 
250 °C.  |  stainless steel / glass / 
ring Teflon -coated  |  Ø 6.2 cm

Item no.: 0022.5072.01

sensero digital thermometer
Ideal for measuring the temperature of liquids and solids. 
Fast and precise measurements thanks to the extra-long 
temperature sensor.  |  plastic / stainless steel  |  
Length 21 cm

Item no.: 0022.5065.01

NEW

Kitchen tools

clever specialists

sensero meat thermometer
Displays optimal points of 
 doneness for beef, veal, lamb, 
pork and poultry. Temperature- 
resistant up to 250 °C.  |  stainless 
steel / glass / ring Teflon- coated  |  
Ø 6.2 cm

Item no.: 0022.5071.01

sensero steak thermometer
Perfect steaks, every time. 
 Displays the optimal temperature 
ranges for rare, medium and  
well-done.  |  stainless steel /  
glass / ring Teflon- coated  |  
Ø 3.2 cm

Item no.: 0022.5073.01

sensero wine thermometer
For perfect temperature control 
of still and sparkling wines.  |  
stainless steel / glass / ring  
Teflon- coated  |  Ø 4.4 cm

Item no.: 0022.5074.01

sensero fridge and freezer
thermometer
Ideally suited to monitor the 
 temperature inside refrigerators 
and freezers. Can be laid flat or 
hung.  |  stainless steel / glass / ring 
Teflon- coated  |  Ø 6.2 cm

Item no.: 0022.5076.01





Star chefs swear  
by Silit.
They are easy-going, fun-loving and creative. Ralf Zacherl  
and Mario Kotaska don’t only bring life into the kitchen, but  
they also stage grand culinary fireworks. But rather than elicit 
awestruck amazement, they inspire their audience to follow  
suit. For these two star chefs, cooking with products by Silit  
is a matter of  conviction. Ralf Zacherl and Mario Kotaska have 
opted for  cooking with the Silit line of products, which  
offer perfect  cookware and kitchen tools for every type of  
food preparation. These star chefs swear by first-class  
quality “Made in Germany”, the material Silargan®, the exclusive  
design and outstanding  functionality.

silit – ongoing award -winning PerFor m ance

Silit sets benchmarks with its fusion of outstanding quality,  
innovative technology and unique design all over the globe. 
For years, Silit has received many sought-after awards at design 
competitions for this.



Visit us at www.facebook.de/silit

Presented by

silit-werke gmbH & co. Kg
Neufraer Str. 6  |  D-88499 Riedlingen, Germany

Tel. +49 (0)7371 – 189-0  |  Fax +49 (0)7371 – 189-1260
www.silit.com
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